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Mainframe Security:
Challenges and Solutions

By  R ob  va n  H oboke n

Security threats to the mainframe are a real threat to the mission-
critical services and information typically found in the glass
house. This article emphasizes the unique issues surrounding
mainframe security, including challenges with staff and what
makes mainframes particularly vulnerable. It concludes with
recommendations to improve mainframe security.

MANY
predicted the death of the mainframe, but in fact, the
mainframe remains central to enterprise operations.

Large organizations are moving applications from Wintel to Linux on
the mainframe in order to cut costs and increase performance. And
new, Web-based applications hosted on the mainframe’s Linux or
UNIX environment allow millions of customers to access the basic
transactional data needed for business. Keep in mind that it was only
twenty years ago that mainframes were surrounded by spacious glass
houses and could only be accessed by certain employees.

Due to the fact that much traffic comes from many sources and the
fact that there is a new generation of government regulations focused
on consumer privacy and corporate diligence, companies should pay
attention to the security of their mainframes. With more companies
sharing internal business data with customers, partners, suppliers and
employees, as well as ongoing and pervasive regulations, such as
Sarbanes-Oxley, it is increasingly important that the mainframe be
monitored and protected from security threats.

CHALLENGES WITH MAINFRAME STAFF
AND SECURITY

Limited outside connectivity has made mainframes fairly easy to
secure. An organization often used to hire one mainframe technician
for every user, but today they need only have one technician for every
1,000 users. Also, it is hard to find experienced mainframe help
because mainframers are literally retiring.

Increased connectivity, fewer staff, and staff who have less mainframe
knowledge than ever before create challenges in the mainframe security
world. Most companies think mainframes are secure, simply because of
their glass-house history. I recently heard a large European bank brag about
its mainframe security. With so many applications hosted on the mainframe,
however, I discovered that it would be easy for anyone with network access
to abuse and compromise the system. Sensitive data could be copied,
records deleted, and all traces of this activity could be eliminated.

Three major threats make mainframes vulnerable:

Accessing Data for Malicious Purposes: Just as with any
platform, the mainframe’s core data repository can be accessed
by hackers and trusted users.
Staff Errors: Mainframe gurus are quickly retiring, and less-
qualified or experienced technical staff, who may be under pressure
or overworked, can accidentally change code or configurations,
opening up holes or providing too much authorization.
Aged Software: You can continue to run the old reliable legacy
software without too much maintenance, but even mainframe
software needs checks, patches and up-to-date software.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE MAINFRAME
SECURITY

Organizations need to start applying traditional best security practices to
the mainframe. Recommendations to improve mainframe security include:
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Design a mainframe security dashboard. With fewer staff on
the job and increasing threats, organizations need to create a
mainframe security dashboard to demonstrate their progress on
security goals. A dashboard includes an overview of who is
accessing data on the mainframe, which data groups are accessed
most, and if any of these accesses violates your security policy.
Centralization. Centralize some of the security functions—
particularly administration and auditing—to less specialized
resources. Use “dummy-proof” mainframe software or enterprise
systems that allow for role-based and policy-driven provisioning
of users and auditing of file access and configurations across the
enterprise. Rely on your mainframe experts for their expertise,
while your central security team and help desk should take on
many of the mundane tasks of auditing and administering the
mainframe as they do with open systems.
Audits. Many of my customers only review the access violations
and where the system protected itself successfully. They look for
abnormalities that suggest a threat. What about logons and
successful data access? Properly configure logging of the
mainframe operating system and the applications on it to ensure
you can establish a trail of who touched what data. Then
systematically look at key files (datasets), particularly those
governed by federal regulations like Sarbanes-Oxley, GLBA or
HIPAA, and make sure your policies are being enforced.
Automated tools that enable such monitoring allow this type of
routine auditing without using a lot of administrators.
Enhanced controls. Improve the security controls on the
mainframe. Consider real-time alerting for access violations or
misconfigurations. You’ve installed such intrusion detection
systems on the open system, so have similar confidence in your
mainframe security. Ensure that you have solutions that can
prevent the mistakes that will be made by the less-experienced
and less-technical staff that you will need to employ to pick up
the administrative burden of the mainframe. Finally, ensure that
your administration and audit functions are separate and serve as
a check-and-balance.

CONCLUSION

Security threats to the mainframe may not be as well-known as
viruses and worms, but they are a real threat to the mission-critical
services and information typically found in the glass house.
However, technologies for monitoring security have come a long
way. Use the simple recommendations outlined in this article to
improve mainframe security without spending a fortune on software
and human resources.  

Rob van Hoboken is co-founder of Consul Risk Management. He can be
reached at rob.vanhoboken@consul.com.
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